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Always Online DRM and Video Games
BY OLIVIA YOON/ON SEPTEMBER 27, 2021

Digital rights management, or DRM, allows copyright holders to utilize technology to protect
their digital files from unauthorized use. The technology used “controls access to content on
digital devices” and “[i]deally . . . should equally protect the content owner’s, content creator’s,
and content user’s rights under copyright law.”1 Access is controlled through a variety of
methods, including permission management and encryption,2 and DRM has been used by
many major companies, such as Microsoft’s PlayReady and Apple’s Fairplay.
Always-on DRM, also known as persistent online authentication or constant internet
connection DRM, requires a user to remain connected to the company’s server in order to
access their product. In the context of video games, always-on DRM requires the user to
connect to the internet to play a video game, even if the user decides they want to play their
video game offline or in single-player mode. A notorious example is Blizzard’s Diablo III, an
action RPG3 which offers single and multiplayer gameplay. Upon its release in 2012, Blizzard
set the video game community aflame when it botched the launch of Diablo III due to its

overloaded servers preventing users from connecting and accessing the game. Diablo III’s
always-on DRM continues to inconvenience players today—players who frequently encounter
in-game lag or end up completely disconnected from the game if their internet connection is
weak or if the company’s servers are experiencing any issues.4
This is not just a single past occurrence done by a single company. Ubisoft recently went
under fire for shutting down several online services,5 including the single player Might and
Magic X: Legacy, on June 1st, 2021. Might and Magic X: Legacy’s single-player and
downloadable content is protected by DRM which requires users to go online to authorize
their access to the game. Though this is less intrusive than requiring users to stay connected
in order to play the game, the closing of the game’s servers has left players unable to proceed
past Act I of the game and unable to access any downloadable content.6 Shortly after shutting
down these services, Ubisoft also pulled the game from Steam and left thousands of
players7—from those who owned an existing copy to those who recently purchased the
game—unable to access the game, unless they applied an “unofficial workaround” to play
past a certain point in the game.8
DRM has been strongly criticized for being “defective by design”9—and for good reason.
Proponents of DRM argue that DRM is necessary to protect copyright holders from piracy.
The internet makes it significantly easier for hackers to access, hack, and release the games to
the public. This is a huge blow to companies who spent millions on game development and
marketing only to find their sales not quite meeting expectations. Always-on DRM is just
another technology that allows companies to protect their products. Yet even though its
primary purpose is to prevent piracy, hackers are still able to circumvent video games’ DRM
and distribute “cracked”10 versions of the game online.11 DRMs have also been criticized for—
moderately to severely—inconveniencing consumers and preventing them from “perfectly
legal uses of media that do not infringe on copyright”12 or uses of media that fall under an
individuals’ “Fair Use” rights.13
Always-on DRM exacerbates the issues of fragmented ownership rights in the age of digital
media as these “increased restrictions . . . limit the ability of users to enjoy purchased content
in ways otherwise permitted under fair use.”14 It continues the trend of DRM systems allowing
copyright holders to limit fair use rights even more than anticipated under Copyright
Law, 15 especially under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) which prevents
circumvention access control of software, regardless of whether there is actual copyright
infringement.16 Always-on DRM is understandable and works well enough for multiplayer
games, like MMORPGs or MOBAs,17 because users understand that they need to connect
online to play with others. However, single player games are a “private experience” and should
not require connection to an online server, or connection to the internet at all.18 There is
difference in “how players perceive the product they’re buying and the agreement with the
developer represented by that purchase.”19 While consumers understand the technical and
conceptual need to connect online to play with other gamers for multiplayer games, not all

consumers understand or want to purchase a game only to find that they cannot play due to
a server connection error or because their sibling is streaming Netflix from the other room. In
a worst-case scenario, the company could simply “go dark”20 and leave gamers unable to
access the game they paid for—just like Ubisoft and Might & Magic X: Legacy.
Always-on DRM exacerbates the issues of fragmented ownership rights in the age of digital
media. Many consumers are unaware of the differences between purchasing a physical and a
digital product, and often fail to notice the differences in the terms of agreement for products
purchased online. Requiring an online connection may add an additional layer of security for
the company, but it adds an unnecessary step in accessing one’s legally acquired purchase,
and it may even block a legal user’s attempts to access their purchase under various
circumstances.
Some companies have been exploring other types of DRM, which are less intrusive and more
community-friendly, like endogenous DRM.21 However, overall, it has become “difficult to
escape DRM in the gaming industry,” especially as more companies offer their video games
online or on digital distribution platforms.22 The reliance on the internet in accessing products
have created a near perfect environment for digital distribution platforms, like Steam—which
also utilizes always-on DRM—that are designed to streamline the purchasing, downloading,
and patching process for games. Consumers enjoy the ease of access to their products, even if
they complain heavily about the restrictions in place to access them. Perhaps these complaints
will jolt the companies into action and to change their approach, but it seems highly unlikely
at this time.
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